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~ Everyone knows about & HIV. Everyone knows 
l that it is incurable and 
0 deadly, and that the most ~ . 
o common method of transmission for gay men li 
ai is anal sex. And yet in the past two years, £; 
{l "barebacking"-having anal sex without a 
ffi condom-has reemerged and to some extent fr 
"' been welcomed into gay men's sexual lexicon. ~ ~ 
Q) 
~ 
Unsafe at Any Speed 
There's nothing new about gay men having 
unprotected sex. Statistics from a 1997 study by 
the Centers for Disease Control shows that gen, 
ital herpes have doubled among whites in their 
20s; one in five Americat::i.s over the age of 12 is 
infected. Gonorrhea, genital warts, and the host 
of other sexual transmitted diseases remain 
commonplace in the gay community, even 
among those that consider themselves scrupu, 
lous when it comes to practicing safe sex. 
Craig Wenzl is the coordinator of the Man,to, 
Man Program, Monterey County's HIV out, 
reach program for gay men. Wenzl noted that 
local gay men have started to ask about bare, 
backing after reading noted authors such as 
Michaelangelo Signorile and Larry Kramer 
condemn the activism of Sex Panic, a group 
that advocates a return 
to the sexual freedom of 
the 1970s despfre the risk. 
Rushing Roulette 
Jamie, a 38,year old, HIV, gay 
man in Monterey said that of the 60 sexual 
contacts he had in 1997, six didn't ask him to 
put on a condom before anal sex, and three 
didn't put one on before attempting to pene, 
trate him until he requested them. 
Gay men have been taught by HIV educa, 
tors to assume that all potential sex, partners 
are HIV+, but the HIV status of a potential 
partner rarely comes up among gay men who 
are thinking of having sex. 
The Paper conducted an informal survey of 
20 sexually active gay men in Monterey. Of 
those surveyed, only one asked his partners . 
about their HIV status, and then only if they 
"looked ill". 
David is a 34 year old, HIV+ gay man living 
in Salinas, who like many HIV+ people looks 
completely healthy. "Being a sexually active 
male who is HIV+," satd David, "I see quite a 
bit of responsible and irresponsible sexual 
behavior W>ing on out there. " 
When The Paper polled 10 HIV+ gay men 
last year, half of those who responded ~aid that 
they regularly tell their partners their HIV sta, 
tus before having sex with them. For those that 
don't disclose their sero,status, it becomes a 
question of shared responsibility versus their 
level of commitment to a potential relation, 
ship. One,night stands aren't warned; dates are. 
"The ascertainment of risk seems to be site, 
specific," said David, "Dating has its own set of 
norms, while another set seems to apply to 
baths, bookstores, and public sex in general." 
Positive Attitudes 
Barebacking isn't new to those already infect, 
ed with HIV, who face the responsibility of not 
spreading the virus every time they have s_ex. 
For David, it became a question of increased 
intimacy with his HIV+ partner. "The deci, 
sion to go barebacking with my partner," said 
David, "has everything to do with my HIV sta, 
tus, a~ is my choice of sexual partner." 
Continued on page 12 
• Domestic 
Partnership 
Beneficiaries 
A Monterey Couple's 
Experiences 
An hour away by car but five years ahead in offering domestic partner, ship benefits, Silicon Val_ley c?m~a, nies have lead the way m bnngmg 
equal benefits to the domestic partners of their 
employees in same,sex relationships. 
Among those to benefit from this recent shift 
in corporate thinking are Susan Perrin and her 
partner of 14 years, Beth Cunningham, who 
have been Monterey residents for over a decade. 
Susan's job at Novell entitles her to cover Beth 
under her insurance policy, the same coverage 
Continued on page 6 
Attackers of 
Gay Man 
Sentenced 
The two men convicted of severely beating a gay man in Monterey were given 3,year suspended sentenc~ _by Superior Court Judge John Phillips 
March 4th. According to an electronic news 
release from Matthew Friday, both Johnathan 
Maxon and Jason Soboleski will soend 90 days 
in county jail, although they may be able to 
leave to work during the day through a· furlough 
program. After the 90 days are served, they will 
be under house detention. 
The two men will also 'lave to attend a 
mandatory alcohol,treatment program, do vol, 
unteer work with a 10cal AIDS agency, and 
enroll in diversity awareness training. The two 
men may not consume alcohol for the length of 
their sentence. · 
Deputy District Attorney Dennis LaBarbera 
told The Paper in an earlier interview that the 
maximum sentence the two men could have 
received was a year in jail because they had no 
prior convictions as adults. 
Soboleski and Maxon were scheduled to report 
to jail one weeks after sentencing. 
See related story on page 4 
12 
I magine this. What if there was a place where you knew that you were always welcome, a place that c<5n-tained all the gay novels, magazines, and books ever written, a place where you felt safe being yourself? 
One of the topics discussed at the PFLAG meeting I spoke 
at in Janurary was the viability of a gay community center 
in Monterey. The idea has been batted around for years, 
mostly in regards to providing services for gay women and 
men under 21 who can't go to gay bars or those who are 
still very closeted or confused. 
The stumbling block to providing services to our com-
munity seems to lie in the fear associated with being iden-
tified as gay. This preoccupation, while grounded in good-
will, also promulgates the dualistic aspirations the gay 
community-as a whole has fostered since it coalesced as a 
movement in the 70s (except according to Time magazine, 
but that's another story). 
When could we have a queer community center? 
Tomorrow. Who will run it? You will. Who will find a way 
to pay for it? You will. If the task still sounds,.interesting-
congratulations-'you are now the proud owner of a com-
munity center. It's that easy. 
People need to stop making grand 
plans. A gay community center 
could be established in Monterey 
County tomorrow if someone 
wanted it bad enough. 
Local gays need to stop using grandious plans as an 
excuse for procrastination. A gay community center could 
be established in Monterey County tomo·rrow if someone 
wanted it bad enough, even if it consisted ofa couch and a 
few bookcases in someone's spare bedroom. 
The Ken Thing 
Some of you may be wondering why I would choose to 
run a photo on the cover of this issue that some might find 
offensive. The Paper has slipped into an editorial coma of 
late, passing off featherweight tabl~id fare as feature mater-
ial. I've always said that the day the stories that run in the 
paper have no relevance to my own life is the day that I 
shut down The Paper. 
Unprotected anal sex continues to destroy the gay male 
population in America despite more than a decade of safer 
sex outreach and the fact that this, NOT the 70s, is the 
Golden Age of being gay. Governments and corporations 
recognize and tacitly support same-sex relationships, 
Monterey finally has a regular gay pride festival, and police 
don't ignore crimes committed against us (although the 
jury on the courts is still out). 
Ever done it without a rubber? Ever slept with someone 
who was positive? Are you positive? How do you know? 
The gay move~ent should be in its early adulthood. When 
the fear over intimacy, sexual addiction, and unchecked 
adolescent behavior outweighs protecting our health, we 
have to realize that for all of our posturing and obfuscating 
self-marketing we haven't progressed one step passed the 
rioting drag queens at Stonewall. We will continue to die. 
WWWinner 
I'd like to thank those that helped Monterey's Gay 
Website become the top vote-getter in the Coast Weekly's 
"Best of" contest. The website, like The Paper, continues to 
improve as the years pass. Watch for cooler stuff in '98. 
Pleasant Surprises (w/an ocean .vu} 
Two years ago, I won the contest to design the logo for 
Man-to-Man, Monterey's gay HIV outreach program. The 
prize was a night for two at Spanish Bay and dinner at 
Roy's. I finally found someone willing to accompany me 
last month, and I'm happy to report that the experience 
was worth every ounce of effort I put into that design, even 
if they picked the one I didn't like. lf you eve;, ever have 
the chance tQ stay at Spanish Bay-take it. Thanks for the 
ocean view, Clarke. It was truly fabulous. 
,Wes Kashiwagi, Publisher 
The Dakota Opens Gay 
Second Gay Bar Brings Style to s·anta Cruz 
After years of thumb,twiddling, Santa Cruz finally has its second gay bar. The Dakota (1209 Pacific St. in · downtown Santa Cruz) opened in 
April. Owners Stefan Hanegan and Geoffrey 
Stout, both of Santa Cruz, renovated the for, 
mer pawnshop into a sophisticated, San 
Francisco,style nightclub with a large bar, table 
seating, and a dancefloor. 
How has the reaction been from the gay com, 
munity? "90 positive," said a gay man at the bar 
the Saturday afternoon The Paper visited. 
Another patron, who has lived in Santa Cruz . 
· since the 70s said, "It's like what the Blue 
[Lagoon] was 20 years ago. A place where we 
can hear each other talk. Civili~ed." 
DJs spin seven nights a week, the music 
changing accordingly. When asked to describe 
it the bartender qffered "dance music you can 
sing to." 
The bar serves food from the Pearl Alley 
Bistro, located on the second floor of the same 
building. The appetizer menu is available at the 
bar, and the entire menu is available to go. 
Contrary to rumors circulating that the 
Dakota would follow the Blue Lagoon and start 
catering to straight patrons, the owners are def, 
inite about what kind of bar they are running. 
"This is a gay bar," said Hanegan. 
Top: Interior of the Dakota. The front door tells 
patrons that this is a "gay friendly establishment. 
All lifestyles respected." 
The Dakota is one of the few bars in the area 
to allow smoking in the bar. Cover charge is $3. 
There is a coat check at the front of the bar and 
a handicapped accessible restroom at the back 
of the dancefloor. Low seating for wheelchairs is 
provided at the front of the bar. 
Local News 
PriMoCo Needs Your Help 
Pride Committee Seeks Commu_nity Support 
by Ricardo Burney 
Contributing Writer 
What is PriMoCo and what is its purpose? Pride of Monterey County is a non,profit, public benefit corporation and is not 
organized for any private gain or for any person. 
It is organized under the Non,profit Publi~ 
Benefit Corporation Law for charitable purpos, 
es. (Therefore, everything is done legally.) The 
specific purpose of PriMoCo is to organize and 
execute an annual celebration of the lives of 
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered citi, 
zens of Monterey County. 
With this in mind, PriMoCo needs help with 
the planning and organizing of Pride 98. The 
committee needs ideas, suggestions, and funds 
to make this a successful event. But most 
·importantly, PriMoCo needs the support of the 
community! 
Meetings for PriMoCo are held every other 
Wednesday evening at 7:30 p.m. SHARP! (No 
"Gay Standard Time" allowed). The next 
scheduled meeting times are as follows: April 1, 
15, 29, May 13, 27, and June 3, 17 (final meet, 
ing before Pride). 
The location for the meetings change. For 
more information on PriMoCo, feel free to con, 
tact Brad at 408/655,2045. 
Deadlines 
May/June ·1998 
The Gay Pride Issue 
,submissions: May 2 
Ad placement deadline: May 2 
Ad materials: May 6 
Note: Advertisers with placement orders who do 
not meet the materials deadline will be charged 
for the ad space they reserved. 
Errata List _ 
While The Pap~r always attempts to provide accu-
rate and timely reporting of the news, sometimes we 
make mistake~. The following errors were made in the 
Jan/Feb 1998 issue. 
In the "Love's Test Drive" article, Sini Man's age 
was off by two years; he's actually 30 (another man's 
age was also off by two years, but he chose to stick with 
The Paper's version). Sini also grew up in Pacific 
Grove, not Salinas and hasn't yet served as emcee for 
A Gay Evening in May. 
In the Top 10 List, item number 4 should have read 
Winnie the Bl k+ e- q++ de Pooh, although we liked 
a reader's suggestion that it read "Winnie the Poof'. 
Our readers ar~ the funniest people. 
Local News 
£ .. Group Meets Off .. }ine 
Joint Gay AOL/Internet Group Forms in Monterey 
A. merica Online (AOL) is well known as a virtual meeting ground for gay people. Now AOL users in Monterey 
County can mingle without using a key, 
board thanks to Monterey's newest gay 
social group. 
. The yet unnamed group had its first 
meeting February 18th. Nineteen men 
and women met at the Lighthouse Bar & 
Grill in Monterey to discuss common 
interests, mingle, and move beyond 
hardware handshaking. 
Those who arrived in time for the 
meeting that evening voted on the fol, 
lowing agenda items: 
1. When creating a member chat, 
room, AOL 
users should try to use "GAYMON, 
TEREY" Standardizing the name 
makes it easier to find. A Java, 
based chatroom is available on 
Monterey's Gay Website for non, 
AOL users. 
2. The group should be open to any, 
one who can send and recieve e, 
mail, including those using other 
Internet Service Providers such as 
MBAY or Netcom. 
3. The e,mail list will be limited to 
those living within Monterey County. 
4. The format of the meetings will 
remain the same until it is more 
established, i.e., sign,in, mingle, 
break for a short meeting, mingle 
some more. 
Monterey's Gay Website 
Wins CW "Best of" Award 
Monterey's Gay Website 
( www.mbay.net/-wes/monterey/) was 
voted "Most Popular Website" by 
readers of the Coast Weekly magazine. 
The Paper congratulates itself and 
thanks everyone that voted for us. 
Lesbians Rap Starts 
The women's program at 
the Monterey County 
AIDS Project is offering a 
space space for lesbian, 
bisexual and questioning 
women to come together 
and talk. Topics will include 
what it means to be a woman 
t9day, the media's portrayal of 
women, favorite flowers, tastes 
great vs. less,filling. Begins 
March 26, 7 ,9 p.m. at 
MCAP's Seaside office at 780 
Hamilton. For more info call Jen 
Most of those who arrived in time for 
the meeting were from Salinas. 
Organizer Wes Kashiwagi decided to 
trying starting the group after exchang, 
ing messages with locals in an AOL cha, 
troom. "I think it will be a great addi, 
tion to the community," said Kashiwagi, 
especially since it isn't limited by geogra, 
phy, the major stumbling block for coun, 
ty,wide organizations. Plus I've always 
wanted to see what an entire room full of 
men with swimmer's builds, 10" penises, 
and bubble butts looks like," he said, 
laughing. 
Meetings are held the third Wednesday 
of every month starting at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Lighthouse Bar & Grill in Monterey. 
E,mail wes@mbay or "stickyrice" for 
America Online users. 
Monterey Bears Start 
Dinner Nite, Game Day 
No hibernation this year for gay 
bears in Monterey. The Monterey 
Bay Bears have started two new activ, 
ities every month. The first Tuesday 
will be "Dinner Night" where a group 
will get together at different local 
restaurants. The third Sunday will be 
"Game Day" from noon til "whenev, 
er". Regular group potluck meetings 
will still be held on the second 
Tuesday of the month. Call Tex at 
408/392, 1482. 
at 408/772,8206 A D s· A W O L 
.. 1gn ... 
Gay Movie Nights 
Begin in Salinas and 
Monterey Peninsula 
Not into the bars but still want to 
meet people? Movie nights for gay 
men begin in March. The group 
meets six times a month at var.ious 
locations in Monterey and Salinas. 
According to coordinator Craig 
Wenzl, the _ movies 
aren't all about gay 
issues, and recommen, 
dations for future movie 
nights are welcome. 
Refreshments are pro, 
vid~d. For more infor, 
mation contact Craig at 
408/772,8202. 
Gay Running 
Group Kicks Off 
the New Year 
The local gay running 
group will begin meet, 
ing again this month. E, · 
mail NoPain@aol.com 
The 21 ye:;ir,old original sign for the 
After Dark in Monterey (pictured 
above) disappeared mysteriously frorri 
the nightclub's back patio in 
February. The owners would like it 
returned, no questions asked. Anyone 
that has seen the sign should call the 
After Dark at 408/373, 7828. 
Red Ribbon Status Report 
The three,year old Red Ribbon 
Benefit Shop which supports local 
AIDS organizations sent an open let, 
ter to the community to local organi, 
zations regarding its financial status 
and planned expansion. In 1997, Red 
Ribbon raised enough money to 
cover its rent and monthly expenses 
and startup costs. 
According to executive director 
Laurie Loomis, tb.e thrift shop donat, 
ed "thousands of dollars" in office 
equipment to two two local AIDS 
agencies, and gave clients a $1,000 in 
food gift certificates. The shop's year 
end financial statement is available 
to ·the public. Call Laurie Loomis at 
408/64 7, 7100 for a copy of the report. 
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408 662.9412 
www.pacificgreen.com 
pacific green landscape architedure 
a,:,d garden design 
gregg polubinsky, mla 
california license 3362 
professional design services for our community 
Janet Gordon 
620 Munras A venue 
Monterey. California 93940 
(408) 649-3520 
Jill Bernier 
CAROL W. THOMPSON, EA 
TAXpayer ADVOCATE 
Tax Preparation • Appeab 
Audits • Collection Problems 
Atl1#ille4 to Ptacttc~ Before tlw Internal Revenue Servill 
l40 West PtanJdin St.~ Suite 206 
Monterey, California 93940 
( 408) 373-0553 
FAX: (408) 373-5533 
0 
JO.AN MORTENSEN, M.A. 
Licensed Maniage & Family Tberapist 
Psychotherapy for iD:dividuals & couple• 
27875 Berwick Dr., Ste. D, 
Carmel, CA 93923 
648-4405 #MFC 24524 
0 
TLC Dentistry 
"fora smile you will love!" 
Philip J. Lips, 0.0.S. 
General Dentistry 
750 E. Romie Lane. Suite C 
Salinas, CA 93901-4208 
se hobla espanol 
Phone: (408) 757-1038 
Fax: (408) 757-5009 
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James Brady 
SuppoRTivE Psycl-to1l-tERApy GRoups 
• FROM Wedded Wife TO LEsbiAN Life 
A pRiVATE spACE TO ExplORE ThE chAllENGES ANd plEASURES 
of bEiNG A MARRiEd / ONCE ... MARRiEd lEsbiAN OR A wifE 
discovERiNG woMAN.-loviNG fEdiNGS 
MEETiNGS iN SANTA CRuz / Los GATOS 
INdividuAl SESSiONS Also AVAilAblE 
DEboRAlt Abbon, MA, MFCCm64J 408 &.464.-2168 
VENUS 
A. MEECHIE PIERCE 
Hair Sculptor 
''fl'td oo,me ~ ~ i,,nk, ~ f«n'·-'" 
836 Abrego St. 
Monterey, CA 93940 
By Appointment: 
(408) 647-0676 
644-0943 (HM) 
644-6637 (PGR) 
594-5736 (Cellular 
Too M. PRITCHETT 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
2100 GARDE."1 Rt.1AD 
Bl'IWING B, SUITE C 301. 
Mor.,..'TEREY, CA 9'3940 
Tom Tanner 
(408) 644-9855 
FAX: (408) 649-3650 
Certified Massage Practitioner 
753-0149 
defendants, Jason Soboleski or 
Johnathon Maxon, intoxicated or par, 
ticipate in a fight since early childhood. 
Members of the gay ~ommunity who 
grew up in the area said after the trial that 
they would work to produce witnesses 
that would testify that Soboleski has been 
involved in numerous physical attacks for 
the civil trial to counter the defendants 
character witnesses' testimony . 
Maxon's parents apologized to the vie, 
tim after th~ trial. Maxon himself asked 
supporters from the gay community to 
Guilty of Battery, Not Hate 
by Wes Kashiwagi 
Contributing Writer 
SALINAS, CANln a move that surprised many within the gay community, Judge John Phillips ruled January that the two 
charged with beating a gay man in 
Monterey after asking him whether he 
was gay were not guilty of a hate crime. 
Explaining his ruling, Judge Phillips 
said that the two men would have taken 
any excuse to attack someone that 
night. "They could have asked if he, was 
Italian, a Jew, or a Dallas Cowboy fan," 
said Phillips. The two men were found 
guilty of assault with a weapon other 
than a firearm (fists) and a misde, 
meanor battery charge. 
The sentencing hearing was held 
March 4th. The maximum sentence the 
two men can receive is felony probation 
and up to a year in jail, said District 
Attorney Dennis LaBarbara, who attrib, 
uted it to both men's lack of a prior con, 
viction; they would not have received a 
more severe punishment even if the trial 
had been held before a jury. 
The victim, who still remains anony, 
mous, said that he would take the case 
to civil court. His family and friends, 
"They could have 
asked if he was 
Italian, a Jew, or a 
Dallas Cowboy fan," 
said Judge Phillips. 
including his father who had served as a 
judge for 15 years, expressed disbelief in 
the judge's ruling. 
Judge Phillips said that he based his 
ruling on the two men's drunken and 
drugged state the night of the attack, 
and that they had threatened other 
non,gay people before the attack. He 
also cited the number of character wit, 
nesses provided by the defense who all 
said that they had never seen the two 
Johnathon Maxon and Jason Soboleski 
(pictured top) were convicted of a f~lony 
battery charge but not a felony hate crime 
for the beating of a gay man in Monterey. 
Assistant District Attorney, Dennis 
LaBarbara, above, was prosecutor for the 
criminal case, which is expected to contin-
ue in civil court. 
convey his apologies to the victim. 
Soboleski had no comment on advice 
from his lawyer. Soboleski's father com, 
mented to television news reporters that 
he feared the felony conviction might -
affect his son's chances of getting a col-
lege scholarship. 
Finding Peace by Transgending Illusions 
A Pers·onal Tale from a Local Transgender Woman 
By Sarah Luiz 
Contributing Writer 
There are no easy ways or answers and the journey can be long and hard. When I was four my mom treated me just like any other little 
b~y. This drove me wild with anger and sor-
row. When my sister was born with uncon, 
trollable epilepsy, life changed for me. Not 
that my parents didn't care about me, but I 
looked healthy. Looks seem to be so powerful 
and so deceitful. 
Before long I lost sight of everything, numb 
to life and pain. Dreaming was the only 
important thing to me. The darker life got the 
brighter were my dreams. Someday I would . 
have the last laugh. Because of my difference 
everyone made fun of me. It was as if I were a 
pincushion for all the pins. Finding out at 10 
years old my mom and dad had only four years 
to live because of cancer didn't help. 
Today looking back I think "wow"-all this 
in 15 years. Leaving my Catholic background 
and the threats of hell in search of truth and 
spirituality was unconscious yet there. I 
found the gay world, drugs, alcohol, music, 
costumes, sex, and a man-made sense of 
peace. Yet when alone behind closed doors 
nothing could stop the tears. 
It was during this time that I started to see 
who the real fool was and that how I looked 
or acted didn't matter.At 18, I found dyna, 
mite-well, truth, the same thing. During 
this time my dysfunctional family really came 
unglued. On the outside we always looked in 
control. Illusions are what I was breastfed 
with as a child. Like a bike with training 
wheels, they helped me cope. Telling my 
family I wanted a sex change was bad, but 
deep down I was sending them a message. I 
wasn't buying into all this nonsense anymore 
and awed myself. 
Peace of mind. Each one of us has different 
ways to find this truth. I went to the "World 
Court System," which I believe to be the 
media. Whether I was ready or not the 
demons would be faced head on. Anything I 
didn't have before this I soon found! From 
rich men, better drugs, and more outlets to 
hide my pain. When I woke up and realized 
what I did, my sentence was set in stone. My 
penis was gone and my man-made identity 
driven by revenge was out of control. 
Sometimes getting your dreams answered 
isn't as grand as you think it could be. 
Life seemed to be just one realization after 
another. This was a hard ohe to swallow 
"that my sex change didn't in fact make me 
happy!" So many people were dying to rub 
this in my face; how could I come clean with 
this? Doing the right thing seemed to come 
in waves for me, so I went out and did what I 
had to in the media. 
Not long after I was rewarded with love. 
Six weeks from our first date Matt and I were 
married. I was determined to be the best wife. 
Yet for so long I was shut down to love 
because of pain, and again saw how far I still 
was from peace. Two and half years later 
Matt couldn't take the games any longer and 
we separated. I was really hurt. After all we 
had a really nice house, our own business. (a 
deli/cafe) a dog, and nice cats. Isn't that what 
they show in the moves? 
"California here I come!" and now 9 
months later, life is really different . .I've. been 
brave enough to finq truth. Yet it took me to 
the age of 32-being a man to a man-made 
woman, gay to straight, single to married and 
separated, unknown to 8-1/2 years of world 
media, ugly to pretty, and 3,000 miles away 
from everyone-to finally give in. It's fun to 
hide and wallow in illusions, but you'll never 
find peace. 
If you're interested in writing me, please do 
so. Write Sarah Luiz c/o The Paper. 
The Paper welcomes Sarah Luiz as our transgen, 
der columnist. Write 'to her about transgender 
issues or for a unique perspective on whatever is 
on your mind. It's a pretty rare opportunity. 
GAY TEEN ALLIANCE UPDATE 
Mtry. High Principal Rejects 
GTA Ad for School Paper 
by John E. Brennan 
Contributing Writer 
OTA has sent payment and art-work to Monterey, Seaside, Carmel, and Pacific Grove High Schools for a business 
card-sized advertisement. 
We expect to well received by all the 
schools. This is our start at breaking the 
long-standing barriers between gay teens 
at our public school and GTA. We also 
intend on advertising in Salinas' public 
high schools yearbooks. All it takes is 
time and money. Yearbook ads range from 
$30-$50. 
We had hoped to run ads in the school 
papers at Seaside High and Monterey 
High. Monterey High's newspaper has 
rejected our ad. The principal would not 
approve it. We have yet to hear from 
Seaside. 
GTA Summer Job Program 
GTA hopes to · start a Summer Job 
Program to allow GLBT youth to work for 
GLBT employers. GTA participants will 
be able to review a binder with job list-
ings. The program is not an employment 
agency, but allows GLBT youth to add 
potential employers to a job search list. 
Gt A will not speak to the suitability of an 
applicant for a position. Let us know if 
you have a position. 
GTA (Gay Teen Allianc~) has an 
ambitious plans for growth in 1998. Our 
meetings for youth have been getting 
larger, typically attracting 20 youth. We 
now have a Salinas meeting and more 
volunteers. 
GTA's website (www.gtamonterey.org) 
averages about 120 hits a week. The site 
has brought at least one youth to our 
meetings. 
Support GTA 
Checks for donations to GTA should 
be made· out to "GTA c/o MCAP" and 
sent to: GTA, c/o MCAP, 12 E. 
Gabilan, Salinas, CA 93901. For more 
information, call 408/772-8202 or send 
us email at info@gtamonterey.org 
Flooding Affects Central Coast and Central Valley: The rains and resulting mudslides in January and February closed down Carmel Valley 
Road. Central Valley rivers overflowed their banks and flooded low-lying residential areas. The annual Artichoke Festival in Castroville was 
cancelled for the first time in the history of the event. 
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_ · Local News _ _ 
The Lesbian Alliance 
''The Newsletter is a fon.m for a visible lesbian community 
which is social, supportive and empowering, encouraging 
action, freedom of expression and connection for 
Monterey County." 
for additional· information on events and subscriptiurna 
call 648-4338 
PO BOX4572 
SALINAS, CA 
93912 
Gemini 
~aui-~ 
Hairstyling and Replacement for Men and Women 
Princetonian Hair 
Mission St. @ Sth 
Carmel, CA 93921 
408.624.8141 
Robert Amara{ 
Jazzed About Hair 
Prunetree Shopping Center 
Prunedale, CA 93907 
408-663-4126 
TOM DONALD, MFCC 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 905 Padre Drive 
Salinas. CA 93901 
408-759-6401 
947 Cass Street, Suire 3 
Monterey, CA 9394(1 
408-626-4906 
Fax 408-375-4146 
LicfflSe Number MFC28375 
The Restaurant 
iriends Are TellinCJ 
iriends About 
C: 
0 
0 
C: 
:.J 
---
~ .. -~~r~!~ .f. /j>' 
'~~ 
Oak fired California Grill 
Servinq Dinner Niqhtly irom 5:00 p.m. • Closed Mondays 
Fifth 
Sixth 
en 
~ 
0 
0 
0 
Lincoln St. btwn. 5th & 6th 
Car me 1, h y - the , ·sea 
u p s t a i r s ( Ea s y E 1, e V a t O r A C C e s s ) 
Call for reservations 
626--1999 
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/JJ~:,;;:~i,~~ .. , .. ' ··, that has been enjoyed by married heterosexual 
t couples for decades. 
i} ev· E~'ARE When Beth decided to stop working to study 
law full-time, she and Susan knew that they 
would have to depend on DPB to cover Beth's 
~ * would have to come out as a lesbian at work. 
,,;~ 
my teeth fixed," said Beth, laughing. 
For others, however, having health insurance 
can be a matter of life or death. For those with 
a life-threatening disease, the level of treat-
ment afforded to those with medical insurance 
has been shown to extend patients' lives and 
improve their chances for survival. "The whole 
AIDS issue aside," said Beth, "not having 
health insurance in this country can often be a 
death sentence. I haven't had any life-threat-~ bd.c · ·-w ~ . \:,:'.·.:,  medical needs. It also meant for Susan that she f 
• 1 Signing On As a Spouse 
; 
,•: SALE A Monterey Couple Explore the Ins & Outings 
of Domestic Partnership 
"When Susan's company first offered DPB, 
we had to discuss it," said Beth. "I asked her 'Do 
you really want to formally add to your person-
al record that you're a lesbian; do you want to 
be out at work-not just to the guy in the cubi-
cle next to you but to someone in another state 
at corporate headquarters?' Susan's reply was 
that the economic benefit was so great, of 
course she would come out work if I could have 
Helping others 
ome aturally. 
Pebble Beach Company naturalist Roxayne Spruance uses nature to help students learn 
basic reading and science skills. 
Er Roxayne Spruance, volunteering means spending nights with sea otters at 
the Monterey Bay Aquarium. And working afternoons helping local schools. 
Roxayne gets a valuable reward every time a child's eyes light up with the 
joy of discovery. And for the students, schoolwork gets a lot more interesting. 
Roxayne is one of many Pebble Beach Company employees who 
actively volunteer in Monterey County. 
Each finds satisfaction protecting the environment or improving the life 
of a child, adult, or family in need. · 
You can make a positive difference in someone's life today. To learn 
more, call The Volunteer Center of Monterey County at (800) 776-9176. 
The person you help most could be yourself! 
Toll-free voice mail is donated to The Volunteer Center by Call America, providing voice, fux and e-mail services throughout =1 California 
Pebble Beach O:xnpany • Community Affairs Depamnent • P.O. Box 1767 • Pebble Beach, CA 93953 • E-Mail address: pbcomrnunitf@pebble-beach.com 
ening diseases, but the reality of the situation is 
something we discussed." 
DPB By. the Bay 
DPB is still new to Monterey County and was 
almost unheard of three y~ars ago, as Beth's first 
visit to her dentist's office demonstrated. "Your 
first time to a dentist, they give you a form to 
fill out. On the form they want to know your 
insurance." Beth said that there isn't a line for 
DPB on medical forms, only "dependent" or 
"spouse". "I asked myself," said Beth, "am I a 
'spouse.' Well ... yeah." And she continued fill-
ing ou~ the form. 
After the receptionist began reviewing the 
form, she called Beth back because of an appar-
ent error. The receptionist politely said that 
Beth must have misread the form, and Beth 
replied that, no, she was a domestic partner. A 
few days lat~r, she received a call from the same 
receptionist telling her that the insurance·com-
pany had rejected the form because the depen-
dent listed on the application was older than 
the insured party, and Beth explained her rela-
tionship with Susan once again. So began 
Beth's three years of coming out to medical 
receptionists in town. 
Signing On the Dotted Line 
Novell required Beth and Susan to complete 
a notarized statement saying that they had 
been in a monogamous relationship for more 
than a year, that they lived together, and that 
they were responsible for each other's debts. 
Under the agreement, Beth can continue her _ 
coverage for six months if her relationship with 
Susan should end, during which time Susan 
cannot add another domestic partner to her 
policy. 
The bad news, especially at this time of year, 
is that Beth's health coverage is not tax-
deductible as are Susan's. Since each company 
handles DBP differently, those interested in 
enrolling should contact their human resources 
department about their company's policy. 
The necessity of stating her sexual orienta-
tion to strangers has made coming out a snap 
for Beth. "I consider myself a pretty private per-
son. Prior to getting benefits, I don't know if I 
would be talking to you right now or letting 
, you use my name." 
Susan agrees: "It really made me feel that the 
company was behind me and that they support-
ed me, that they were really committed to dive.r-
sity. Of all of my experiences, domestic partner-
ship benefits gave me the feeling that the com-
pany was going to support me in my life." 
Companies in Monterey County now offering 
domestic partnership benefits include 
CTB/McGraw-Hill, Community Hospital · of 
the Monterey Peninsola, EDS, and Salinas 
Valley Memorial Hospital. 
If you know of a local company offering domestic 
partnership benefits, send the information to The 
Paper at 787 Laine St. #5, Monterey, CA 93940. 
We will continue to list companies offering DPB. 
. We aren't S6fV/ng you. 
Serve Yourself. Write Something. 
THE POLITICAL CLIMATE 
Getting Doinestic Partners 
Benefit~ At Your Work~place 
7 
by John Laird 
Contributing Writer 
If you've been wondering how to work for do_mestic partners benefits at your own job, here is a very basic primer. By definition, these benefits would give an employee?s 
unmarried partner the same health, vision, and 
dental coverage as your co-workers get for their 
married partners. They are of tangible financial 
benefit to any gay man or lesbian in a commit-
ted relationship. 
Step One: Research thoroughly 
the benefits system of your 
employer. 
In presenting your own proposal, you will 
want to make sure it is reasonable given what 
your employer now provides to employees_. 
What benefits does your employer now offer 
to legally married employees? Are visiqn and 
dental care included, as well as health care? 
Are dependents covered in_ addition to the 
employee? What level of coverage is provided? 
How much does it cost the employer? Is there a 
"third party provider" that your employer uses 
for coverage - such as Blue Cross or a health 
maintenance organization (HMO)? 
Step Two: Know the process by 
which your benefits are extend-
ed to you. 
You will want this information. to make sure 
that your proposal meets the timely and consis-
tent with your employer's process. Are deci-
sions on beneffts at the sole discretion of the 
management? ls there a particular time of the 
year that salaries and benefits are changed? ls 
there union representation and benefits gov-
erned by a negotiated contract with manage-
ment? 
Step Three: Ascertain who else 
at your workplace might be 
interested in this issue. 
You will want to build support for a proposal 
among those at your job who are supportive. 
Are there any other employees in the same sit-
uation as you? Have you heard of a human 
resources manager or a top official of your 
employer that has expressed any kind of inter- . 
est in this issue? If represented by a union, are 
they advocating for domestic partners benefits 
and are your union representatives knowledgea 
Step Four: Know if there are any 
major employers in your area 
that offer domestic partners 
benefits~ 
You will want this information to help con-
vince your employee that this is doable 'and 
other . local employers do it. Over 13% of 
employers nationally have signed on. In 
Northern California that includes Apple, IBM, 
Genetech, Microsoft, Borland, MCA, Bank of 
America and the San Francisco 49ers. 
Step Five: Learn how other 
employers have offered domes-
tic partners benefits. 
When you submit a proposal, you will want to 
be able to suggest a process and you most likely 
can borrow one from existing programs. 
Most ·public agencies offer domestic partners 
benefits by having their enrolling employee 
sign a confidential affidavit with about ten 
basic points, including: that you are mutually 
responsible economically for each other, that 
you are both over eighteen, that you are not 
related by blood, that you have not been in a 
similar relationship with someone for at least 
six months, and that you understand the con-
sequences of fraud in signing the affidavit. 
Step Six: Know your rights. 
This should give you some comfort in raising 
the issue. The State of California has regula-
tions that you cannot be fired from your job for 
being gay or lesbian. If you believe that raising 
this issue is, or will, jeopardize your job - and 
you can document a change in attitude due to 
your raising the issue - you are protected. 
Step Seven: Know the argu-
ments for domestic partners 
benefits, as you will want to 
present them when you present 
a p'roposal. 
Basic arguments are: companies that do not 
offer domestic partners benefits are compensat-
The climate is 
favorable for 
domestic 
partners bene .... 
fits. Sometimes 
it is a long 
process to get 
approved. 
ing their employees differently based on their 
employee's private legal status. That is not fair. 
There is not a public relations price to be 
paid for offering domestic partners benefits, as 
the Southern Baptists are in the process of 
proving. State-wide polls show that a majority 
of Californians support domestic partner bene-
fits. 
Domestic partners benefits are good business. 
Any business that is not offering domestic part-
ners benefits is not being competitive, and risks 
losing some of its best employees to other con-
cerns. 
Many myths about domestic partners benefits 
are just that. There is not a disproportionate 
cost in covering the partners of employees. 
Step Eight: Develop a specific 
proposal - and plan for imple-
menting that proposal - using 
everything you learned in the 
first seven steps. 
At the time your employer might make a 
decision on benefits, you should present a spe-
cific proposal that organizes all_ies at your work-
place and specifically proposes benefits consis-
tent with the current plan. You should know 
how it will work and be ready to answer the 
employer's questions, making the arguments on 
why this is beneficial and not a ri . 
If you work for a public agency, the process 
will be different. The odds are you are repre-
sented by a UI).ion that negotiates regularly with 
elected officials that head the government unit. 
In that case you should follow most of these 
steps, but there are key variables. You should 
organize within your union to get this as part of 
the union proposal, you should get gay-friendly 
groups to make sure that candidates for office 
commit to this as they are running, and you 
should work to add benefits 
The climate is favorable for domestic partners Worst Business to Receive a $100 
benefits. Sometimes it is a long process to get 
approved. You should get going right away. I'll Gift Certificate From 
help in any way I can. 
John Laird, a former Mayor of Santa Cruz, was 
instrumental in obtaining domestic partners bene-
fits for City, County, and transit system employees 
ten years ago. You may contact John Laird c/o The 
Paper's mailing address on page 2. 
T4PBffl! 
1. pint 
$5.. itcher 
Clipped from the Bay Area Reporter 
STARTS@ 2PM 
MUSIC, VIDEOS 
& FOOD 
'LIGH:T:HOUS.E Bar & (irill 
, . . 
281 Lighthouse Ave. Monterey, CA 93940 
408/373-4488 
Mon-Fri 5 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
Sat-Sun 2 p.m. to 2 a.m. ATM Coming Soon 
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March 
Wed, 18 
Gay AOL Nite in Monterey 
The newest social group in town. 7:30 p.m. At the Lighthouse 
Bar & Grill, 281 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, 373-4488. E-
mail stickyrice on AOL or wes@mbay.net Updates will be 
posted on Monterey's Gay Website. 
Gay Movie Night in Monterey 
Don't like the bars but still want to meet new people? Join 
your gay peers at a casual gathering at the Monterey County 
AIDS Project's Seaside office (780 Hamilton). Call Craig 
Wenzl for info, 772-8202. 
Fri, 20 
Free Pool Night at the Lighthouse 
At the Lighthouse Bar & Grill, 281 Lighthouse Ave., 
Monterey, 373-4488. 
Sat, 21 
Women's Dance in Carmel 
Dance with the woman of your dreams at the American 
Legion Hall in Carmel. at Dolores & 8th Ave. in Carmel 
7:30pm to Midnight., Cover $5.00-all proceeds to benefit 
L.G.B. Pride of Monterey County For more information call 
(408) 899-7917 
Gay Teen Alliance Meeting 
For gay women and men 25 years old and under, the Gay Teen 
Alliance offers a safe environment to chat, meet your peers, and 
discuss gay issues. 7-9 p.m. Contact Craig Wenzl, 772-8202. 
Dancing at Franco's 
The only gay danceclub between Monterey and Santa Cruz. 
Join your gay sisters and brothers from North County on one 
of the hottest dancefloors on the Central Coast. Cover $5. 
10639 Merritt St., Castroville (near the Wells Fargo Bank). 
633-2090. 
Sun, 22 
Beer Bust at the LB&G 
Every Sunday. The place in Monterey to relax on a Sunday 
afternoon. Pool tables and a huge TV for everything from 
football to "Ellen". From 2 p.m to closing. At the Lighthouse 
Bar & Grill, 281 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, 373-4488. 
Mon, 23 
Academy Awards Night 
The After Dark and Lighthouse Bar & Grill open their doors 
to the cheers and jeers for the Oscar awardees. 
MCAP Academy Awards Benefit · 
The Monterey County AIDS Project holds its annual 
fundraiser. For tieket reservations and/or benefit drawing tick-
ets call 408/648-8104.AcadAwards@aol.com 
Gay Coffee Chat at Morgan's 
Every Monday. At Morgan's Coffee and Tea, 498 Washington 
in Monterey. A vcry friendly group to get together outside of a 
bar atmosphere. Starts around 7 p.m. 
Tues, 24 
Monterey PFLAG Meeting 
Parent's and Friends of Lesbians and Gays. Meets the 4th 
Tuesday of every month in Carmel. Call (408) 655-FLAG for 
info on meetings and speakers. Santa Cruz Chapter 662-4780. 
Gay Movie Night in Salinas 
Don't like the bars but still want to meet new peeple? Join 
your gay peers at a casual gathering at the Monterey County 
AIDS Project's Salinas office (12 E. Gabilan). Call Craig 
Wenzl for info, 772-8202 
Thu,26 
Women's Gathering at MCAP 
In the crazy realm of reality, sometimes we need to take a 
breather ... The women's program at the Monterey County 
AIDS Project is offering a space space for lesbian, bisexual and 
questioning women to come together and talk.. . What it 
means to be a woman today, the media's portrayal of women, 
favorite flowers, tastes great vs. less-filling ... Anything goes! 7-
9 p.m. at MCAP's Seaside office. For more info call Jen @ 
772-8206 
Gay Teen Alliance Meeting 
For gay women and men 25 years old and under, the Gay Teen 
Alliance offers a safe environment to chat, meet your peers, and 
discuss gay issues. 7-9 p.m. Contact Craig Wenzl, 772-8202. 
Gay 
April 
Wed,1 
Gay Otter Support Group 
Otters considering coming out of Davy Jones' Locker will 
meet for mutual support and hammering clams open with 
small rocks. Mutual grooming follows. Meets at the Gay 
Community Center. .. whoops! E-mail april@fools.com for 
time and location. 
Gay Movie Night in Monterey 
Don't like the bars but still want to meet new people? Join 
your gay peers at a casual gathering at the Monterey 
County AIDS Project's Seaside office. 780 Hamilton in 
Seaside. Call Craig Wenzl for info, 772-8202. 
Gay Pride Meeting 
Have a say in planning the 1998 Gay Pride Festival. 7:30 
p.m. Call Brad for location. 655-2045 
Gay Coffee Chat at Morgan's 
Every Monday. An informal gathering of local lesbians and 
gays at Morgan's Coffee and Tea, 498 Washington in 
Monterey. A very friendly group to get together-outside of a 
bar atmospqere. Starts around 7 p.m. 
Tue, 7 
Gay Movie Night in Salinas 
Don't like the bars but still want to meet new people? Join 
your gay peers at a casual gathering at the Monterey 
County AIDS Project's Salinas office (12 E. Gabilan). Call 
Craig Wenzl for info, 772-8202. 
Bears Dine Out 
The Monterey Bay Bears "Dinner Night" is the first 
Tuesday of every month. The group will visit a different 
local restaurant every month. Call Tex at 408/392-1482. 
Wed,: 8 
PPN Meeting 
Join the largest gay organization on the Central Coast for 
Caen ar 
Happenings on the Central Coast 
informative speakers and refreshments at the homes of other 
members. Call Del or Donn at 659-2446 for time & location. 
Fri, 10 
Monterey Bay Bears 
One of the most active gay social organization in Monterey 
County and growing every month. Open to all. Potluck meet-
ings are in Seaside. Call Bruce or Tex at ( 408) 392-1482, 
Monterey Bay Bears@usa.net 
Gay Teen Alliance Meeting 
For gay women and men 25 years old and under, the Gay Teen 
Alliance offers a safe environment to chat, meet your peers, and 
discuss gay issues. 7-9 p.m. Contact Craig Wenzl, 772-8202. 
Wed, 15 
Gay AOL Nite in Moriterey 
The newest social group in town goes off-line. 7:30 p.m. At 
the Lighthouse Bar & Grill, 281 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, 
373-4488. E-mail stickyrice on AOL or wes@mbay.net 
Updates will be posted on Monterey's Gay Website. 
Gay Pride Meeting 
Have a say in planning the 1998 Gay Pride Festival. 7:30 p.m. 
Call Brad for location. 655-2045 
Gay Movie Night in Monterey 
Don't like the bars but still want to meet new people? Join 
your gay peers at a casual gathering at the Monterey County 
AIDS Project's Seaside ~ffice (780 Hamilton in Seaside). Call 
Craig Wenzl for info, 772-8202. 
Fri, 17 
Rocky Horror at the Dream (17&18) 
The camp classic returns to the Dream Theater in Monterey 
for two nights. Don't forget your toast! Tickets $5 at the door. 
Call Bill Lovelace at 899-1350. Sponsored by the Grande 
Cypress Empire. 
Gay Teen Alliance Meeting 
For gay women and men 25 years old and under, the Gay Teen 
Alliance offers a safe environment to chat, meet your peers, and 
discuss gay issues. 7-9 p.m. Contact Craig Wenzl, 772-8202. 
Sun .. 19 
Monterey Bay Bears at Play 
The Monterey Bay Bears "Game Day" is every third Sunday 
from noon til "whenever". Call Tex at 408/392-1482. 
From Brothel to Broadway 
The next step in drag benefits for 1998's Pride Festival. Doors 
at 8, starts (on time) at 9:15. $3 cover. At the After Dark 
nightclub, 214 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, 373-7828. 
Mon, 20 
''The Women" at John XXIII Annual 
Dream Theater Event 
The camp classic "The Women" will be shown at athe benefit 
for John XXlll AIDS Ministry 7:00 p.m. Dream Theater, 
Monterey. $10.00 at the door 
Tues, 21 
Gay Movie Night in Salinas 
Don't like the bars but still want to meet new people? Join 
your gay peers at a casual gathering at the Monterey County 
AIDS Project's Salinas office (12 E. Gabilan). Call Craig 
Wenzl for info, 772-8202. 
Fri, 24 
Gay Teen Alliance Meeting 
For gay women and men 25 years old and under, the Gay Teen 
Alliance offers a safe environment to chat, meet your peers, and 
discuss gay issues. 7-9 p.m. Contact Craig W~nzl, 772-8202. 
Free Pool Night at the Lighthouse 
At the Lighthouse Bar & Grill, 281 Lighthouse Ave., 
Monterey, 3 73-4488. 
Sat, 25 
Dancing at Franco's Norma Jean 
The only gay nightclub and restaurant between Monterey and 
Santa Cruz. Join your gay ·sisters and brothers from North 
County on one of the hottest dancefloors on the Central Coast. 
Cover $5. 10639 Merritt St., Castroville (near the Wells Fargo 
Bank). 633-2090. 
Tues, 28 
Monterey PFLAG Monthly Meeting 
Pare~t's and Friends of Lesbians and Gays. Meets the 4th 
Tuesday of every month in Carmel. Call (408) 655-FLAG for 
info on meetings and speakers. Santa Cruz Chapter 662-4780. 
Wed, 29 
Gay Pride Meeting 
7:30 p.m. Call Brad for location. 655-2045 
Gay Movie Night in Monterey 
Don't like the bars but still want to meet new people? Join 
your gay peers at a casual gathering at the Monterey County 
AIDS Project's Seaside office (780 Hamilton in Seaside). Call 
Craig Wenzl for info, 772-8202. 
May 
Fri, 1 
AIDS Awareness Week Begins 
Contact John XXlll AIDS Ministry (408/655-1737) or the 
Monterey County AIDS Project (408/772-8200) for more 
information. 
Sat, 2 
The Paper Deadline 
Turn in your articles, letters, poems, rants and raves, calendar · 
events, etc. Ad placement deadline now coincides with the arti-
cle deadline with ad materials due the following week. Call 655-
3756 or e-mail wes@mbay.net. If you need story ideas, the theme 
for the next issue hasn't been decided. We are still particularly 
interested in lesbian-themed new articles, anything involving 
community activities, and the ever-popular news section. 
Mon, 6 
Gay Coffee Chat at Morgan's 
Every Monday. At Morgan's Coffee and Tea, 498 Washington 
in Monterey. A very friendly group to get together outside of · 
a bar atmosphere. Starts around 7 p.m. · 
Tues, s 
Bears Dine Out 
The Monterey Bay Bears "Dinner Night" is the first Tuesday 
of every month. Call Tex at 408/392-1482. 
Community Calendar 9 
Eri,8 
Monterey Bay Bears 
One of the most active gay social organization in Monterey 
County and growing every month. Open to all. Potluck meet-
ings are in Seaside. Call Bruce or Tex at (408) 392-1482. E-
mail MontereyBayBears@usa.net. 
Wed, 13 
PPN Meeting 
Join the largest gay organization on the Central Coast for· 
informative speakers and refreshments at the homes of other 
members. Call Del or Donn at 659-2446 for time and location. 
Sat. 18 & 19 
A Gay Evening in May 
The biggest annual gay event in Santa Cruz is directed this 
year by local Michael Pina. Call the Santa Cruz Civic 
Auditorium ticket office for tickets and showtimes. Show pro-
ceeds benefit 11 Santa Cruz community agencies. For informa-
tion call Joantha Muse 464-3580. Cun Fenske, 761-9900. 
If YOt/. would Uke your events pubUcized in the next issue, 
please send them to The Paper by May 2nd. Ustings will 
also appear on Monterey's Gay Website, so include 
your e~mail address or website URL if you want a link. 
The Paper is happy to note that you can do something 
with your peers almost every day of the week now. 
10 
Open 7 days and nights a week ! 
Dancing Thursday thru 
Satur"day Nights! 
_______________________________ ,_ 
Join u.s Friday Night March 13th, to shake 
· your Shamrock off to the Deep I-louse 
Sounds of D.J.'s" Deno, Marsha & Larry" 
Sn1okinl.1.,· allo,,v(~d on our deck and la,r!:!e natio. 
~ t._.,..~· A . 
21-1- Li~.d1thonsc Ave • Montcn:v • J73-7X2X 
~ . ~ 
. V ISJ\ ~ M ASTERC/\R D - /\Tl\1 -
Mon-Fri _ fron14:30p111 • Sat-Sun fro1n X:30pn1 
Locals were treated to pasta and Puccini at John XXIII AIDS Ministry's recent fundraiser. The event filled the Loose Noodle restau-
rant (538 Lighthouse Ave.), which is down-
stairs from John XXIIl's offices, donated the 
dinners, wines, and desserts. 
Before dinner and the performance: 
Executive director Katherine Theoni thanks 
those in attendance for remaining on · the 
"front lines" of the fight against the HIV epi-
demic. 
The Monterey Opera Institute of California 
led by founder Else Rotchford performed 
selections from La Boheme, Phantom of the 
Opera, Showboat, and German traditional 
songs, rounding out the evening with a sing-a-
long of sorts. For a schedule of their perfor-
mances, call 408/393-9142 or write P.O. Box 
222938, Carmel, CA 93922. 
Peninsula 
Home Design 
Center 
1021 Broadway in Seaside Broadway 
408/393-8500 
Open Mon-Fri 10-7, Sat 11 -5 
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Men Meet Men Meets 
Gay Singles Group May Come to Mty. Bay 
,, ·\· ;:;.c:•:fa}Ji?,,,'. 
What spurred your interest in starting 
Men Meet Men? 
I've been thinking about producing events like 
Men Meet Men since I first heard of a similar event 
that took place in New York. I have a master's degree 
in developmental psychology and have a special 
interest in gay and lesbian parenting, so I subscribe to 
an email list for queer fathers. 
One gay dad occasionally sent messages lamenting 
how hard it was for him to find dates given that he 
had a young son at home. This went on for some 
time, then one day he posted a very enthusiastic mes-
sage about a "structured dating event" he attended at 
the Gay and Lesbian Community Center. 
Essentially, it was a group of 80 or so men who each 
took a tum describing himself in front of the whole 
room, and then each. person had a chance to briefly 
approach and chat with people who interested them. 
He wrote again later, happily relaying that four months 
later, he was still seeing someone he had met there. 
A few months after I returned to California, I 
took a research assistant job at Stanford, then broke 
up with my lover of two years. It was terribly painful. 
Although I had good friends in the area, there was no 
one right around the Peninsula who I was very close 
to, so I was on the market for at least meeting friends. 
I had spent five of the past 7 years at that point in 
live-in relationships, so I was very lonely. 
It didn't take too many trips to bars and dance clubs 
to realize that I wasn't 23 anymore, nor to remember 
that I had seldom had much luck meeting anyone 
that way even when I was 23. I kept wishing that 
there was a "structured dating event" going on 
around here, and that was when I first seriously con-
sidered putting one on ~yself. I've always had an 
entrepreneurial streak about me, but I never acted 
because I kept telling myself, "That's a lot of effort to 
go to just to meet a new boyfriend!" 
The funny thing was, just by luck I ran into my 
current boyfriend at a queer Stanford "chat" night at 
a coffee house ·on campus. It was kind of a freak 
thing. I wasn't very enthusiastic on my way to the 
meeting, anticipating my 33-year-old self showing up 
and listening to a group of 20-year-olds who knew 
each other jabbering about their classes. But it just so 
happened that my boyfriend went to that event for 
the first time himself, even though he's been a grad 
student at Stanford for five years (he's 27-within 
range for me!) We just clicked like I've never clicked 
in my life and we're just passing four very happy 
months of being very close with each other. When 
my business fantasies persisted even though I wasn't 
any longer looking for people, I slowly began to real-
ize how many people could use something like this. 
Why do you think it has garnered so 
much interest? 
You can get into detailed analyses about the 
options available for gay men to meet each other, et 
cetera, but I think it's very simple: most human 
beings want close social contact, whether its with 
friends, sex partners, life partners or some combina-
tion. The modem world seems to offer such a wide 
choice of types of people living different types of 
lifestyles that it seems to promise that we can find 
just the kind of person we're looking for, but at the 
same time, I think people are increasingly isolated 
from each other. 
So I think people can watch people walking down 
the streets, see people on TV or the movies, or read 
the personal ads and notice that there's this tremen-
dous variety of people who seem appealing out there, 
but the problem is that our neighborhoods and social 
institutions aren't really set up to facilitate a lot of 
different kinds of people meeting and offering an easy 
and comfortable way of getting to know others. 
That's what Men Meet Men offers: exposure to a lot 
of different kinds of people through a process that's 
easy because it's comfortable, without being too awk-
ward or silly fqr most people. 
What sets your group apart from per-
sonal ads, dating services, Qr going to a 
gay bar? 
I've met one couple in my life who met through a 
personal ad. My own experiences with them, ten years 
Men· Meet Men attendees (above left) filling out 
their questionnaires. Jim Reynold and his boyfriend 
(above) hosted the successful singles event. 
ago, was that you can put a lot of energy into meeting 
someone for coffee, let's say, then you get there and 
within the first 30 seconds you know you have 
absolutely no interest in this person, but-you feel oblig-
ated to sit there and listen to him talk and then come 
up with some polite way of indicating that you never 
want to see the person again. Not exactly a lot of fun! 
I don't know about a dating service. I guess the idea is 
so ... serious: maybe it's unfair, but I think there's a big 
perception that they're for desperate losers or some-
thing. I don't even know what it is, something unap-
pealing about going into a "service." The word itself 
seems impersonal and just depressing to me. 
Whereas an event like Men Meet Men is some-
where you can go and have a good time. You have a 
chance to meet so many people without the possibil-
ity of getting "stuck" with someone you're not inter-
ested in interacting with, that it's worth going just as 
. a kind of sociological experiment if nothing else. Bars 
present the classic problem: because they're bars, you 
tend to meet people there who go to bars. It just 
seems to me like the kind of person I'm interested in 
is probably not spending all of his evenings hanging 
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out in bars, and if he is at a dance club, he's probably 
dancing and hanging out with friends, and unless 
you're super brave" and socially skilled, I think it's 
hard for the average person to walk up to someone 
and introduce themselves in a natural way at a bar. > 
Do you have plans to offer similar 
events in other parts of the state such 
as Monterey? 
Yes. I started putting this idea into motion about 
six weeks before it took place with nothing more 
than a couple of frie~ds who would help distribute 
flyers and devote a few hours of time and talent, a 
boyfriend who can put up a webpage, and credit cards 
with a few hundred dollars left on them. =-
We brought over 170 guys into a hot and crowded 
room in the middle of nowhere in Redwood City, 
with an inadequate sound system and plenty of orga-
nizational glitches- and the vast majority had a great 
time! It's only been 5 days and I've already heard sev-
eral stories of people who have hooked up as a result 
of the event. 
We had 96 matches--cases where two people each 
indicated that they were interested in meeting or talk-
ing again after the evening, and all this despite the 
fact that I had only the slightest idea of what I was 
doing. It's natural to do it again: I only came out a few 
hundred dollars ahead, but business people whose 
opinions I respect tell me it's unusual for this kind of 
venture to make anything at all the first time; and -
now I have a mailing list of over 200 people around 
the Bay Area, and I'm getting phone calls and e-mails 
every day from people who want to know about the 
next ones. We are able to donate about $50 to ARIS, 
the primary Santa Clara County AIDS organization. 
It's not going to double their budget or anything, but 
I hope it can be the start of a long and regular stream 
of revenue into organizations that support people in 
out communities. 
We'll probably do two very close together in time 
around the end of May. I'm not sure yet exactly 
where--could be anywhere from Monterey to Marin, 
to the East Bay. I'm seriously considering either 
Monterey or Santa Cruz for the next go-around. If 
not in Monterey in May, I'd say pretty definitely by 
the end of summer. 
Do you have pians for a similar event 
for lesbians? 
I think it would probably make sense to look at that 
kind of possibility if and when I have female partners. 
I will do one for dogs to meet cats if I think I can grow 
a business, give money to charity, and get people (or 
at least mammals) together to enjoy each other. 
You can contact Jim Reynolds for information about the 
next Man Meet Man meeting by e-mailing him 
(jim.reynolds@stanford.edu) . Announcements for future 
meetings will also appear in The Paper. 
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"Stitlinq such a pow€rfu1 driv€ in all of us onll.J 
s£rv£s to r£pr£ss th€ n£€d, which will 
undoubt€dl4 b€ €xpr€SS€d throuqh 
irr€sponsib1€ or d€structiv€ b€havior." 
Continued from page 1 
While David's views don't reflect those of all 
HIV+ gay men, his acceptance of the associat, 
ed health risks-STD infection or reinfection 
with a different and potentially more lethal 
strain of HIV-shows the level of responsibili, 
ty some HIV+ gay men have adopted towards 
the containing the spread of the virus. 
David is one of many HIV+ gay men who 
believe that their HIV,status allows the choice 
to bareback with other HIV+ men. "It was like 
we had finally reached · a level of trust in the 
relationship," said David, "I knew he accepted 
responsibility for his own actions. The decision 
itself seemed to take the relationship to the 
next level of commitment." 
The (Latex) Walls of Troy 
For HIV gay men or inexperienced gay men, 
however, linking unprotected sex with 
increased intimacy can lead to disaster. 
"Barebacking [among HIV, men] is akin to a 
_sense of childish rebellion," said Jamie. "The 
attraction of danger and risk is sexy to some 
people who eroticize it. It's a morbid appeal." 
Younger gay men are particularly susceptible, 
Since they often don't know anyone who is 
HIV+, they often ignore the potential danger 
because it remains foreign to them. "Younger 
people, people in their teens and twenties, 
don't realize how real the risk is." said Wenzl, 
who runs the Gay Teen Alliance (OTA). OTA 
is a s~cial group for gay men and women under 
25 years old. Part of the group's mission 
includes providing infor~ation on HIV. 
Wenzl himself admits to having unsafe anal 
se~ in his late teens and early twenties, which 
only stopped after his best friend tested HIV+. 
"I didn't realize it was 'real' so I only used a con, 
. <lorn sometimes," said Wenzl. "But everything 
was safe sex after that." 
"PE:oplE: want to qivE: th£ 
imprE:ssion that thE:4 safE: ... a 
lot of pE:oplE: havE: had sE:x 
with somE:onE: that thE:4 
trustE:d but who latE:r 
turnE:d up positivE:." 
Closeted gay men often find themselves in a 
similar predicament. Unable to reveal their 
sexual preference, they often choose to have 
anonymous sex. Similarly, out gay men have 
returned to bathhouses and sex clubs because of 
the.freedom it allows from personal responsibil, 
ity. No questions, no excuses, no guilt. 
Answers for the Unquestioning · 
For HIV, men barebacking is an uncornfort, 
able topic to discuss. "A lot of people ask about 
anal sex, but don't say they're having unpro, 
tected anal sex," said Wenzl. "People want to 
give the impression that they safe, but they 
tend to understate their sexual activity. They 
have a reluctance to say so just because a lot of 
people have had sex with someone that they 
trusted but who later turned up positive." 
Fear of condemnation for practicing unsafe 
sex from. friends and the overwhelming fear of 
being infected with the virus must be balanced 
with their need for intimacy at whatever cost. 
Jamie admitted that, despite the number of sex 
partners he has every year, one of his greatest 
fears is catching a venereal disease. 
WeI1;zl explained that he often runs into this 
behavior during his outreach efforts in the gay 
community. According to Wenzl, there are 
"risk,takers" and "risk,seekers". A risk,taker is 
someone who wants sex and is willing to 
chance infection in order to get sex. A risk, 
seekers is someone who desires the thrill 
involved in risk itself, not necessarily the sex; 
· for them, risking HIV infection becomes the 
ultimate thrill. Reports of barebacking parties 
THEY ARE aT IT AGAIN!!!! 
Girls dance with other girls dance!!! 
American Legion Hall 
at Dolores & 8th Ave. in Carmel 
7:30pm to Midnight 
Cover .$5.00-all proceeds to benefit 
L.G.B. Pride of Monterey County 
in San Francisco where HIV, gay men inten, 
tionally attempt to become infected have 
appeared in the Bay Area gay media. 
The Anal Idyll 
While all of those interviewed for this article 
had their own opinions about barebacking, 
they did agree that within a closed relation, 
ship-one }Vhere both partners were rnonoga, 
rnous-barebacking has a place. 
"[Using a condom] in a rnonogarnoys r-ela, 
tionship does rernoye some of the potential 
closeness," said Jamie. "I don't see a problem 
with it among two HIV men in a monogamous 
relationship for more than a year." 
Wenzl, who is himself in a monogamous rela, 
tionship with his lover of just over a year, said 
that if both partners in a monogamous rela, 
tionship decided to have unprotected anal sex, 
they should both get an HIV test and repeat 
the test after six months, the "window period" 
for HIV antibodies to appear. Still, Wenzl made 
it clear that he recommends that everyone use 
a condom for anal sex no matter what the cir, 
curnstances. 
Driven 
While the spectre of HIV in the gay cornrnu, 
nity continues, gay men have not forgotten 
that sex can be the most satisfying. expression 
of care and love. 
While some within the gay community may 
preach abstinence, others like David see things 
differently: "Stifling ·such a powerful drive in all 
of us only serves to repress the need, which will 
undoubtedly be expressed through irresponsi, 
· ble or destructive behavior. I chose to abstain 
from sex for three years, so I'm speaking with 
knowledge of the other side of the coin. I won't 
hide from sex, or from life. Each is to be . 
embraced with intention and open arms. 
Expressing any emotion, or need, responsibly is 
for me the goal of all gay men." 
For information on HIV, contact Craig Wenzl of 
the Man,to,Man Program at 408/772,8202. An 
extensive list of links to HIV/AIDS,related web, 
sites is available from Monterey's Gay Website 
( www.mbay.net/-wes/monterey/). Updated HIV 
I 
information is also available in The Paper. 
by Chris Griffin Being Alive 
On the last day of the Conference Dr. Scott Hammer of the Harvard Medical School presented an excel-lent talk called "New Agents on the Horizon" in which he summarized what we can expect to see 
emerging from the new drug development pipeline in the near 
and distant future. 
These new weapons in the anti-HIV arsenal will include 
drugs in all three of the familiar antiretroviral classes-pro-
tease inhibitors (Pis), and both nucleoside and non-nucleo-
side reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTls and NNRT!s) .. 
Some of these drugs will become FDA-approved and . 
widely available fairly soon, and are already available 
through various clinical trials (the PI amprenavir, the NRT!s 
abacavir and adefovir, and the NNRTI efavirenz). Others are 
in the earliest stages of development, still undergoing labora-
tory appraisals, and safety tests in animals and in humans. 
Dr. Hammer also described some compounds, under 
investigation but still far from practical use, which aim to 
attack HIV in ways different from the drugs we already have, 
and therefore cou_ld be effective against antiviral-resistant 
strains of the virus. Chemokine receptor antagonists, fusion 
inhibitors, and drugs that target "zinc fingers": just some of 
the singular ways scientists hope to interfere with and inter-
Its role in salvage therapy (treating people whose viral load 
is Tebounding despite the use of HAART) is currently being 
evaluated. 
New Protease Inhibitors With Novel 
Mechanisms 
ABT-378 (Abbott Labs). This promises to be one o'f the 
most powerful protease inhibitors developed so far. At this 
time it has been tested only in vitro (in test tube) and in rats; 
in those tests it has proven to be ten-times more potent than 
ritonavir (Norvir). Abbott says it has a synergistic effect 
when used with ritonavir. Resistance profiles suggest that 
people with extensive exposure to previous Pis should 
remain at least partially sensitive to ABT-378, and people 
previously treated with saquinavir should remain wholly sen-
sitive. 
PNU-140690 (Pharmacia & Upjohn), Bristol Myers 
232632, Parke-Davis 178390. These three drugs aim to dis-
rupt the HIV replication process in a way different from the 
"peptide-class" of Pls with which we are already familiar 
(saquinavir, indinavir, ritonavir and nelfinavir, as well as 
amprenavir and ABT-378). Because of their different mech-
anism for blocking reproduction, these drugs could prove 
highly effective against Pl-resistant strains of HIV. 
requirement of 50), and a rebounding viral load. For more 
information call 800.998.6854. 
MKC-442 (Triangle Pharmaceuticals). In early stage of 
development. Clinical trials have recently started: prelimi-
nary results show the potential for a 1.4 log decline in viral 
load. 
Way Out There 
As can be clearly seen by the above summary, anti-HIV 
drugs available now and in the immediate future belong to 
two classes: those that target the reverse transcriptase or the 
protease enzymes of the virus. New approaches are going to 
be necessary to avoid cross-resistant variants of HIV and the 
eventual "failure" of currently-available versions of HAART. 
Several new approaches are being explored. 
lntegrase inhibitors 
For some time we've heard of integrase inhibitors, which 
would target a third vital enzyme of the virus's replication 
mechanism. These drugs have been slow to evolve, however. 
It is not known how effective they will be, but it is unlikely 
that there would be any cross-resistance between integrase 
inhibitors and the existing classes of antiretrovirals. The 
human body does not possess such an enzyme; therefore, it is 
expected that inhibition of the HIV integras.e would be safe 
and not cause adverse effects. 
FROM THE 5TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON RETROVIRUSES 
New HIV Drugs In the Pipeline 
rupt the replication cycle of the virus. 
Earlier in the Conference Dr. W. Gary Tarpley of 
Pharmacia and Upjohn urgently called for bold and resolute 
focus on the development of new agents to attack HIV "With 
a pathogen like HIV," he stated, "which has established itself 
throughout the world, which initiates a chronic and perma-
nent infection and which has tremendous replicating poten-
tial if unleashed by incomplete suppression, I think we must 
prepare for a future scenario in which, over time, this virus 
will learn to evade all the current drugs we have." 
Many of these new drugs will play a crucial role in "sal-
vage therapy," presenting additional options to people who 
have already been through all of the currently-available 
antivirals and whose viral loads are rebounding. Several tri-
als are underway to assess the effectiveness of various combi-
nations in people who have experienced viral rebound while 
on the various regimens of HAART. We should be hearing 
m~re abo_ut this through the coming year. 
(Hydrox-yurea, an inexpensive generic drug that has been 
in use more than 30 years, is currently getting a lot of atten-
tion. Several studies are showing it to be especially effective 
against HIV in combination with other antiretrovirals. For a 
discussion of hydroxyurea, click here.) 
The following is a summary of what we can look forward 
to in 1998 and beyond, as described in Dr. Hammer's talk and 
in other Conference sessions and posters. 
Protease Inhibitors 
Fortovase (saquinavir soft-gel, Hoffman-La Roche). 
Strictly speaking, this reformulation of saquinavir is not 
exactly a "new" drug, but it is an improvement over the orig-
inal' hard-gel version of the drug. Taken at twice the dose of 
the older lnvirase, Fortovase is more efficiently metabolized, 
permitting a total drug exposure in the body that is eight 
times greater than before. Simply put, a lot more of the drug 
makes it into the blood stream. The relative weakness of 
lnvirase compared to other protease inhibitors is overcome 
with Fortovase, which is as potent as the other available Pis. 
Fortovase is now FDA-approved and available from U.S. 
pharmacies. 
For some tiqie now, lnvirase (hard-gel saquinavir) has 
been used by some people in combination with ritonavir. 
Hoffman-La Roche has indicated that lnvirase will be phased 
out, leaving only Fortovase on the market. People who have 
been doing well on the ritonavir/saquinavir combination 
understandably do not want to make any change, and have 
logged protests with the company. In a meeting at the 
Conference, a company spokesperson stated that lnvirase 
will be made available to these people, although not neces-
sarily through pharmacies. Fortovase is also being used cur-
rently in combination with Agouron's nelfinavir (Viracept), 
with encouraging reports of significantly lowered viral load. 
Amprenavir (formerly known as 141W94, Glaxo 
Wellcome). Like nelfinavir, amprenavir is an adaptation of the 
basic, highly effective and HIV-specific molecular structure of 
saquinavir, altered to achieve greater availability in the body 
and to less resemble the molecular shape of saquinavir so as to 
better avoid viral resistance. Several repons at the Conference 
dealt with amprenavir in combination with other antiretrovi-
rals. Results showed that amprenavir in combination with 
either indinavir, nelfinavir or saquinavir produced impressive-
decreases in viremia (viral activity). Another study showed 
that when amprenavir was used as monotherapy resistance 
formed quickly. Amprenavir in combination with the NRTI · 
abacavir (see below) proved effective in a very limited and 
small pilot study of seven patients over four weeks, resulting in 
a median 2-log drop in viral load and an increase of CD4s of 
114. But another study of people who were highly experienced 
with antiretrovirals and Pis proved disappointing, showing 
viral rebound within 3 months. 
Most common side effects of this two-drug combination 
were diarrhea, nausea, headache and rash, not dissimilar to 
other PI side effects. It is unclear at this time whether ampre-
navir will indeed prove effective against Pl-resistant viruses. 
Many of these new drugs will play a crucial 
role in ''salvage therapy" for HIV+ people who 
have failed on 
protease inhibitors. 
Nucleoside Reverse Transcriptase 
Inhibitors (NRTls) 
Abacavir (formerly 1592U89, Glaxo Wellcome). Now in 
Phase II/III clinical trials, this nucleoside analog has shown 
synergy with other RTls in vitro, and is the only NRTI that 
equals AZT's ability to penetrate the central nervous system. 
There appears to be no cross-resistance with AZT or d4T, but 
resistance to 3TC is likely. 
Abacavir is up to three times more active than AZT, and 
in monotherapy trials has resulted in significant viral load 
reductions of two logs. As noted in the pages of the 
Newsletter before, an adverse reaction to abacavir has been 
reported in 3% of patients, cbaracterized by fever, malaise, 
nausea, vomiting and rash. These side effects do abate once 
the drug is discontinued, but attempts to go back on the drug 
have resulted in exaggerated life-threatening reactions, 
including one death. 
Abacavir is now available through an expanded · access 
program. Further expanded trials of abacavir, in combination 
with other antivirals including protease inhibitors, are under 
way. Adefovir (formerly PMEA, brand name Preveon, Gilead 
Sciences). This nucleoside analog's mechanism is different 
from other NRTls and therefore has the potential for being 
effective against HAART-resistant HIV In lab studies, ade-
fovir is also effective against many herpes viruses, including 
herpes simplex types 1 and 2, CMV and hepatitis B. A major 
asset of this drug is that it needs to be taken only once a day. 
A Phase II/Ill trial is now underway, and Gilead has an 
expanded access program, available to people who have been 
failed by or are intolerant of combination therapy with at 
least two commercially available nucleosides and at least one 
protease inhibitor. "In addition, the treating physician must 
be unable to construct a viable regimen based on current 
treatment guidelines and the patient's previous antiretroviral 
use." Exceptions to Gilead's current CD4 and viral load 
requirements will be favorably considered. For information 
on the Adefovir Expanded Access Program call 800.gilead.5. 
FTC -
This nucleoside analog, now in Phase I/ll clinical trials, 
resembles 3TC but is ten times more powerful (in ,the test 
tube). It looks to have the same resistance profile as 3TC, 
and researchers believe it will work synergistically with AZT, 
d4T, iµdinavir, efavirenz and others. Non-Nucleoside 
Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors (NNRTls) Efavirenz (brand 
name Sustiva, formerly DMP-266, DuPont Merck). This 
NNRTI has shown particularly good activity against strains 
of HIV resistant to NRTis and to indinavir, and has shown 
good effectiveness against strains resistant to the NNRT!s 
nevirapine and delavirdine as well. 
Resistance studies reveal that efavi~enz, like the other 
NNRT!s, should always be used in combination with NRT!s 
and/or protease inhibitors. In combination with indinavir, 
efavirenz resulted in a mean decrease in viral load of 4. 75 
logs; in a 24-week study, 95% of the participants had viral 
loads under 500, and their CD4 counts increased by a mean 
of 199. Limited clinical efficacy studies suggest that efavirenz 
is significantly more potent than either nevirapine or 
delavirdine. Side effects include rash and light-headedness, 
symptoms which tend to go away in days or sometimes weeks. 
DuPont Merck recently made its eligibi-lity requirements 
more fl;xible for the Efavirenz Expanded Access Program, 
allowing people who are highly experienced on HAART to 
have a CD4 count less than 400 ( up from their previous 
Zinc Finger Inhibitors 
HIV contains a structure called "zinc fingers" which can-
not readily change by mutation; that is, the virus would find 
it difficult if not impossible to mutate around and form resis-
tance to a drug which targeted these "zinc fingers." The hope 
is that a drug that attacks the virus at this crucial structure 
would · permanently disable the virus's replication. Such a 
drug is now in early human testing. 
T-20 
This genetically engineered peptide is designed to target a 
specific step in the process by which HIV attaches to a cell 
in the course of infect ing that cell. It has already been shown 
to substantially redU<;:e viral load, and it is unlikely to have 
cross-resistance with our current batch of treatments. 
Therefore, T-20 may be highly effective 'in people who have 
failed with HAART. This drug may not be practical for any-
one other than those with literally no other options: it will 
probably have to be given by continuous intravenous infu-
sion. In clinical trials it is being administered via a small 
computerized pump with a flexible catheter, something used 
successfully in diabetes treatment. 
Two more drugs have gained the attention of researchers. 
TCN (triciribine) has been shown to be an inhibitor of HIV, 
but exactly how it does that is still under examination. 
AMD-3100, being developed by Johnson Murphy, is seen as 
a potential weapon against the virus's chemokine receptor. 
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HIV News 
John XXIII Turns X 
John XXIII AIDS ministry will begin its tenth 
year providing low-cost housing and spiritual 
support for the local AIDS community. The 
agency operates two housing projects, one in 
Seaside and one in Salinas, and keeps the 
local community involved by holding 
fundraisers that are fun and affordable to most 
people. For more information on their ser-
vices, call 655-1737 or visit their offices at ·._ 
540 Lighthouse Ave. in Monterey (above the 
Loose Noodle restaurant). 
Melville Named Chair of Ryan 
White Consortium 
Tom Melville, former executive director to 
John XXIII AIDS Ministry and current exec-
utive director of the Coalition for Homeless 
Service Providers, was named chairperson of 
the Ryan White Consortium, which is respon-
sible for determining which projects within 
Monterey County will receive Ryan White 
Federal funding. 
MCAP Welcomes New Staff 
David Magana will join the Monterey County 
AIDS Project as the agency's Client Services 
Director in March. Also hired were Eugenia 
Garcia, Rural Latino Farm Worker Outreach 
Worker, and Carl DeCius, Finance Director. 
MCAP is still looking for a Program Director. 
If you're interested in the position, send your 
resume to John Hamilton, MCAP, P.O. Box 
2081, Monterey, CA 93942-2081. 
Client Service Meeting Dates 
March 5, April 2, May 7 at MCAP's Seaside 
office at 780 Hamilton. Call John Hamilton;-= 
at 772-8200 for more information. 
State AIDS Lob.by 
Day, April 20th 
Californians active in the fight against HIV including those living with the virus will gather on the steps of the Capital for AIDS 
Lobby Day on April 20th. 
A briefing will beheld by the San Francisco 
AIDS Foundation in San Jose on April 15th 
at the ARIS offices, 1550 The Alameda. The 
orientation includes an advocacy skills ttrain-
ing and an update on current polit.ical issues~4~ 
Call the San Francisco AIDS Foundation at 
415/487-3034 for more information. 
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MARSHA ON FASHION 
Spring! 
Spring! 
·s . ' pr1ng. 
-yes, spring is here once again and it's 
definitely a great time for fashion. 
With all the spring collections pour-
ing out onto the runways, there's a 
variety of influences from the 1950's and mod-
ern functional chic. 
As far as the 50s goes, look for capri pants 
inspired by bombshell starlets to the tall, dark, 
and handsome rebel with classics like jean jackets 
and cuffed trousers to cute vintage party outfits. 
You will want to explore fashion picks with 
comfort to sporty street wear and - influences 
from Asia. Don't forget colors! The pastel, 
Easter-egg colors will pop in every direction. 
Grays and blacks will also make a comeback 
with whites as basics for everyday. 
The clean cut look is also a plus if you're 
interested in a look that take you back to the 
"lounge" 50s appearance. Designers aren't the 
only ones mixing old with new. If you're clever 
enough with your new duds, you may want to 
try adding vintage pieces like leather jackets, 
shows, hats and bags with your hip and attract-
ing threads. 
Here's the top 10 for spring: 
1. Chic classy suits 
2. Cashmere sweaters 
3. Extra long cuffed trousers 
4. Capris pants 
5. Bermudashorts 
6. Unique chokers 
7. Pastels! Pi11, blue, soft lime, yellow, sherbet orange. 
8. Glitter! sheers, metallics. (tops to pants). 
9. Shoes. Mules, slides, Adidas, 50s inspired wingtips 
10. Intricate beading, embroidery (bags to garments) 
Out in the Great Outdoors 
Looking for an adventurous getaway with a few fr. iends, but all they want to do is their hair? Outside Sports could be y~ur new . best friend. The San 
Francisco company arranges a wide range of 
outdoor activities-kayaking on San Francisco 
Bay, biking through the wine country, rock 
climbing in Yosemite-for small groups of a 
dozen or so. 
Birds of a Feather 
The owners of Outside Sports describe their 
trips as those where you will "find yourself in 
the company of adventurous companions who 
share you interests"-a difficult opportunity for 
those of who prefer the sunshine to another 
night standing around in a bar or packed dance-
club. The group is open to both men and 
I 
Less Planning, More Fun 
Outside Sports takes care of the 
mundane aspects of enjoying the 
great outdoors, leaving more time 
opt} women, although some events are designated for women only. Tired of picking over mysterious freeze-dried food in plastic bags? Outside Sports is VERY gay in 
that respect, offering catered 
for fun and adventure. All lodging, meals, 
camping fees, permits, and guides are provided, 
although you need to provide your own tent, 
sleeping bag, and transportation to the gather-
ing point. 
This spring's selection of adventures begins 
with a kayaking trip to the Sea of Cortez off of 
,.-Baja California. For a less exotic experience, 
there are more than a dozen other events 
throughout Northern California. 
high-energy meals and afternoon snacks. 
As the group likes to say "Remember you 
mother saying to you, ·'Why don't you go on 
OUT and play?' Maybe it's time t listen to Mom 
for a change." Not bad advice. 
Prices range from $96 to $895 for the Mexico 
kayaking trip. For more on Outside Sports, call 
415/864-7205, e-mail outsport@hooked.net 
( www.hooked.net/-outsport). 
Women For Women 
GF, 28, Seeks Other Fun Seeking 
Women ... 
To spend time with. Let's have coffee, network with oth-
ers, and enjoy Monterey. Respond to P.O. Box 636, 
Soledad, CA 93960. 
Men For Men 
What Do You Say? 
You, me ... under the stars? Me: 26, playful, discreet, 
easy-going, gym-toned. Into house, thrift, photo. You: 
Into same or not, 18-24, slim- to medium-build, artist, 
raver, bi? You! To hang with. (Respond to #98MAR04) 
Shamanistic Type 
Interested in like-minded guys to explore ... All is possi-
ble. Let's "do it." Sylvester B306, 5315 Carmel Valley 
Road, Carmel. (Respond to #98MAR03) 
Asian/European-American 
Professional man, 5'7'', 147#, 31, bm, bm clean cut, 
cute, witty, ISO honest, handsome, wholesome, mascu-
- Responding to 
a Personal Ad 
The Paper will not be held 
liable for what transpires on 
meetings arranged through 
this service . If you res-pond 
to an ad, you -do so at your 
own risk. 
line kind of guy for casual dating and possible LTR. 
(Respond to #98MAR01) 
Average, Typical, and Sane 
Grad student in Monterey seeks happy & intelligent local 
guy for fun and friendship! E-mail Daniel864@aol.com or 
write P.O. Box 492, Pacific Grove, CA 93950. 
Seeking soulmate in Santa Cruz 
GWM, 28, HlY +, 5'6", 150, mU5CUlar brrvbm, mustache, gootee 
moderately hairy. I'm vel"Sltile, m<my tq,. Cute guy, seeking 
WM, fantasies. Physically, spiritually fit. Levi, leather, open-mind-
ed who also loves movies, music, and quiet nights together. Send 
letter and photo to ~ 223 Darwin St, Santa Cruz, CA 
95CXi2. No Games. 
Men or Women 
Bi-WM 
Secure, 28, seeks G&Bi M&Fs for friendship & fun. 
(#98MAR02) 
All submissions are strictly confidential and are run for three 
consecutive issues or as space allows. 
Mail your responses to The Paper, 787 Laine St. #5, Monterey, CA 93940 
Roommates Wanted 
The Paper will run 
your roommate ads 
for free. Send them to 
us using the classifieds 
f onn on the next 
page. We don't screen 
these ads in any way, 
so please check refer-
ences carefully. 
Need a Place 
28 year old GWM looking for room for 
rent, with Kitch priv. Will pay up to 
$4 70, including utilities. Student. Great 
References. 408/394-5407 or 899-1830. 
Have a Place 
Marina 
Male roommate to share 2 bdr. Marina 
apt. Good location. $375 includes all 
utilities. Smoke OK. Call Tony 884-9166 
North Salinas 
Room for rent in a two bedroom mobile 
home. $350 a month, $200 deposite. 
Some utilities. Kitchen priv. Must be 
financially responsible. Call Abe at 
408/444-7154. Morning or evenings. 
Room for rent in a 2bdrm/bath apt. $350 
a month, $150 deposit, some utilities. 
Must be financially responsible. Call 
Greg at 408/443-0442. 
Monterey 
Room in 1950's house with all the com-
forts of home. Non-smoker preferred. 
$450, all utilities paid. 408/646-0725. 
GWF, 45 seeks housemate. Must be 
employed, mature, responsible, quiet, 
considerate and love animals. No drugs, 
smoke. Lovely area, view inc/w W /D, 
fireplace, utilities except phone. 
$400/mo. 408/373-5393. 
New Monterey 
Room in great 3bdrm house. $450 a 
month, 1/3 utilities and deposit. 
Excellent deck & view. Must be reliable 
and responsible. Call Jorge or Michael. 
408/648-0125. 
Del Rey Oaks 
Room available for rent in three-bed-
room Del Rey Oaks house. Quiet neigh- ' 
borhood, easy access to Highway 68 and 
l, plenty of parking. Currently occupied 
by two GWM, 26 and 31. Rent is 
$400/month plus 1/3 utilities. For more 
information call 408/393-2578. 
Gay Sierra Club Hikes 
Garland Park Hike 
Sunday, April 12, 1 OAM-3PM 
Rating: 1A2 
We'll leave from the parking lot near the 
Visitor's Center at 10:30 and hike across the 
flood plain before heading up Maple Canyon to 
Sage Trail. 
Later we'll pass La Mesa Pond and the waterfall 
which should be nice in April. This is a nice 
introduction to Garland Ranch Regional Park in 
Carmel Valley. Light rain does not cancel. 
For information, call John Brennan, 408/649-
5646, jbrennan@mbay.net 
GLS Lost Coast Adventure 
May 9-12 
Rating: 1A3 - 3A3 every day 
The Lost Coast is a stretch of California coast-
line at the soutern end of Humboldt County. 
We'll hike a 25-mile stretch inaccessible by 
road. This is a truly spectacular area: beautful 
sea views, numerous streams snaking through 
steep green canyons down to the ocean and 
abundant wildlife: seals, sea lions, whales, and 
rattlesnakes. This is a serious trip. Even 
though there isn't a lot of elevation gain, it will 
be fairly strenuous: The trip is limited to 12 
people, including the hikeleaders. Call John 
Brennan, 408/649-5646, jbrennan@mba)(.net 
Loca I Resources 
Services 
Gays and Lesbians! 
Look the best! Private sessions now available 
to learn how to look like a million bucks. 
Have the makeover you have always wanted 
yet never knew where to go. Call now for a 
confidential interview. 408/655-5357. 
Jones Janitorial Service 
Residential and commercial cleaning. 
646-4691. 
Nightclubs & Bars 
After Dark 
Dancing Thurs thru Sun, patio, full bar. Open 
M-F, 4:30 to 2, Sat-Sun, 8-2. 214 Lighthouse 
Ave., New Monterey (near the Presidio, cross 
street Reeside) 373-7828. 
Blue Lagoon 
Dancing in the heart of Santa Cruz. Dancing 
on two floors, full bar, pool tables, mixed 
straight/gay crowd. 923 Pacific Avenue, Santa 
Cruz, 423-7117. 
Dakota 
The newest bar on the Central Coast. Dancing 
7 nights a week. Full bar, appetizers. 1209 
Pacific St. in downtown Santa Cruz. 
Eddie's 
Saturdays draw a lesbian clientele, although 
it's a mixed crowd. Large dance floor with DJs. 
Pool tables, games. Very friendly crowd. 2200 
North Fremont in Monterey. 375-6116. 
Franco's Norma Jean 
Dancing, restaurant, full bar. Open Sats. 10639 
Merritt St., Castroville (near the Wells Fargo 
Bank). 633-2090. 
Lighthouse Bar and Grill 
Newly remodeled, pool table, hot snacks, beer 
bust on Sundays from 2 p.m. 281 Lighthouse 
Ave. in Monterey. 373-4488. Open Mon-Tues 
from 5 to 2, Wed-Sun from 2 to 2. 
Community Groups 
ACLU for Monterey County 
373-4491 or 373-0823 
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) 
Central Office. 373-3713 or 424-9874 
AOL & Internet Group 
Meets the 3rd Wednesday of the month. Send 
a note to "stickyrice" on AOL or 
wes@mbay.net 
All In the Family 
Cal State University Monterey Bay's gay and 
lesbian association. www.monterey.edu/stu-
dents/cocciacorinnea/world/lgba.html 
BAYMEC 
Lesbian & gay political organization. 899-
2263. 
Gay Teen Alliance 
For lesbian, gay, bisexual, and questioning 
youth under age 25. Call 393-3457 in 
Monterey; 772-8202 in Salinas. Or visit 
www.gtamonterey.org 
Grande Cypress Empire 
A non-profit fundraising otganization benefit-
ing local gay and AIDS agencies. 394-6846. 
Integrity 
Gay Episcopalian group. 484-2326. 
Lesbian Alliance 
A local group offering a variety of social activi-
ties. Call 648-4338 for more information. 
Metropolitan Community 
Church 
Services held Sunday, 10 a.m. at Mariposa Hall, 
801 Lighthouse Ave in Monterey. In Santa 
Cruz, Grace United Methodist Church, 1024 
Soquel Ave. at 5 p.m. Call Rev. Jean Hart at 
408/459-8442. P.O. Box 1764, Santa Cruz, CA 
95060. lrmcc@geocities.com 
Monterey Bay Bears 
Social group open to all in Monterey-Salinas 
area. Meetings are the 2nd Friday of the 
month. P.O. Box 3264, Monterey, CA 93942. 
392-1482 or 646-0846, 
Monterey Bay Bears@usa._net 
Monterey PFLAG 
Parent's and Friends of Lesbians and Gays. 
Meets the 4th Tuesday of every month in 
Carmel. Call (408) 655-FLAG for info on 
meetings and speakers. Santa Cruz Chapter 
662-4780: 
The Paper 
Monterey County's gay newspaper. Call·Wes at 
655-3756, or write to 787 Laine St. #5, 
Monterey, 93940. E-mail wes@mbay.net 
http://www.mbay.net/-wes/monterey/ 
Peninsula Professionals 
Network 
Peninsula Professionals Network social group 
for professional men & women from the 
Central Coast. Meetings held the 2nd 
Wednesday of the month. Call Del or Donn at 
659-2446. 
Pride of Monterey County 
Responsible for planning and organizing 
Monterey's annual gay pride festival and 
parade. 655-2045. P.O. Box 2684, Monterey, 
CA 93942. 
~ ,,,,,,, · ·· Su6scriRl:iOns 
1 year (six issues) for $12 
SUCH A DEAL! 
The Paper is delivered in a fashionably plain white envelope. 
Name _____________________ ___ _ 
Street Address ___________________ _ 
City _______________ State ___ Zip __ 
Home Phone 
E-mail address (optional) _______________ _ 
Mail check(s) made payable to "The Paper" and mail 
to The Paper, 787 Laine St. #5, Monterey, CA, 93940. 
Subscription rates apply only to mailing addresses within the continen-
tal United States. The Paper cannot fulfill your subscription without the 
above information. It will be kept strictly confidential. Subscription 
requests not accompanied by payment will be thrown away. 
L------------------------~ 
Salud Para La Gente 
Comprehensive health services and education 
in Spanish and English for the Pajaro Valley. 
Call 763-3413 (voicemail). 
Santa ·cruz Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Transgender 
Community Center 
13 28 Commerce Lane in Santa Cruz. A great 
resource for all of your queer needs and a nice 
way to meet some new faces. Publisher of 
"The Manifesto" monthly newspaper. Call 
425-LGBC. 
Women's Resources 
WornenCARE 
Women's cancer advocacy, resources and edu-
cation, 457-CARE 
Lesbian Therapy Group 
For Lesbians coming out, becoming empow-
ered, wanting healthy relationships with self 
and others. Weekly, fee charged. Call 648-
4405. 
Monterey Rape Crisis Center 
Rape Crisis Line, 375-4357; North County 
Crisis line, 633-5900; Office, 373-3955. 
Bisexual Resources 
Bisexual Support Group 
Guided rap and discussion group. At the Billy 
Defrank Center (see listing under 
"Community"), 293-2429 
Women's Bisexual Network 
Of Santa Cruz and the Greater Monterey Bay 
Area 427-4556. 
Men's Resources 
Man to Man 
• Offering a variety of sex positive programs and 
events. Sponsor of Hot & Healthy safer sex 
parties, gay male outreach and education. 
Contact Craig Wenzl at 772-8202. 
Gay Men's Health Coalition 
Providing information on local HIV issues, ref-
erences. 649-2555. 
HIV/AIDS Resources 
Monterey County AIDS Project 
Services for those with HIV/AIDS. Volunteers 
always welcome. 780 Hamilton, Seaside, 394-
4747; and 12 E. Gabilan St., Salinas, 772-
8200. For volunteer information call 394-
4747. 
John XXIII AIDS Ministry 
Housing and other services for HIV+ folks. 
Michael Cent~r, 540 Lighthouse Ave., 
Monterey, 655-1737 
Monterey County Health Dept. 
HIV testing and other services. 755-4512. 
Monterey County Needle 
Exchange 
Protect yourself from HIV /hepatitis infection. 
Housecalls throughout Monterey County. 759-
1794. Confidential, discrete, free. 
Red Ribbon Benefit Shop 
Proceeds go to benefit locals with HIV/AIDS. 
485 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey. To donate or 
for more information, 647-7100. 
Peninsula HIV+ Support Group 
For men and women. Group meets every 2nd 
and 4th Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Monterey 
County AIDS Project's office in Seaside, 780 
Hamilton. 394-4747. 
Salinas HIV+ Support Group 
Group meets twice a month in Salinas. Call 
the Monterey County AIDS Project's Salinas 
office for more information at 772-8200. 
Family, Friends, & Partners 
Meets the 1st & 3rd Suns. of the month in 
Salinas at 7 p.m. Tom Sanguino for location · 
and more info 655-4080. 
Pet Support Program 
MCAP pet-loss grief counseling & animal-
assisted therapy for MCAP clients and their 
companion animals. Call Terri Austin at 649-
6283 . 
Resou_rce Guide 1-s 
rCLas_sjfieds/P_e_rsonals_f _o_rm~-, 
o Classified Ad 
o Community Resource 
List Under: __________________ _ 
o Personal Ad <choose a category below> 
Q Women Seeking Women 
Q Men Seeking Men 
Q Bisexual 
Q Alternative Lifestyles 
Q Transgender 
Q Transvestite 
Q Other ___ _ 
(Men Seeking Women, Women Seeking Men) 
Title: 
Message: 
The Paper cannot process your ad without the following required information: 
Name ______________ _______ _ 
Street 
City _______ State ______ .Zip 
Phone 
E-mail 
For Personal Ads: 
I certify that I am 18 years of age or older: 
X 
Signature required) 
For Classified Ads: 
I certify that the above information is accurate and complete: 
X 
- Signature required) 
LEGAL STUFF Guidelines: Include any infor- bility for the content of personal ads, nor to any 
mation about yourself that you would like to share, reply received by the advertiser. The advertiser 
but please note that The Paper reserves the right to assumes full and total liability for the content of the 
edit for graphic language or reject any ad deemed ad and all replies received. The advertiser agrees 
offensive or negative. The Paper will only consider that The Paper and its employees are to be indemni-
ads submitted by persons 18 years of age or older. No fied of any liabilities, damages resulting from the 
ads seeking persons under age 18 will be published. publication, or any costs or expenses (including 
Disclaimer: The Paper holds or assumes no responsi- attorney's fees) . 
Transgender Resources 
Transending/Sex-Gender 
Let's talk/post. Sarah Luiz, 408/394-5312. 
Transgender Support Group 
462-3663 
Transvestite Resources 
support, friendship and safe, confidential, 
crossdressing experience in the Carmel area 
call Society for the Second Self: 626-8008 
Other Local Resources 
Coalition of Homeless Service 
Providers 
Interagency° coordinator assisting homeless 
clients become more productive members of 
society. 392-1228. 
•-.... 
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Safe Cross Dressing In Carmel 
At least 3% of the heterosexual male popula-
tion has the need to express their feminine 
persona. Thanks to bo_ld people like Ed Wood, 
"Tootsie", Dennis Rodman, and many others, 
it is becoming more socially acceptable. For 
Send information on your social group 
or non-profit community organization 
using the form on this page . Free! 
The Paper is a publication for and by Monterey Internet's server where apparently people like it 
County's gay and transgender community. Local enough to vote for us in Coast Weekly's "Best of" 
news is collected on napkins, exposed skin, and contest. The layout team still puffs Winston filters 
those ubiquitous butcher paper taqlecovers. Layout . and is back up to a pack a day due to his recently 
and writing are done in Quark Xpress 3.32 on a failed relationship. The good news is that it leaves ":J 
PowerMac 5215. Text is OCR-ed via TextBridge or him free to spend hours photographing dolls hav-
keyed via our typesetter's blazing 100 wpm nico- ing sex (the closest he'l1 come to intimacy in a while, 
tine-stained fingers. State and national although he sympathizes with Ken). 
news is gathered from the Reporting and commentary are 
Internet, press releases, and • I • • · done listening to the greatest 
America Online. Photos are scanned hits of Chaka Khan, the Ohio 
at 170 dpi and line art at 1200 dpi on an Epson- Players, and The Carpenters (the publisher is feel-
lOOOC. Vector graphics are created in Illustrator. ing a bit nostalgic). Editing was done au natuml at 
Files are transferred via Zip disk for output to film The Lagoon, so the publisher need only look <iown 
by Norm or Dean at The Herald, then put on to recognize truly exciting material. Distribution is':.., 
newsprint via their sparkly web press. Monterey's done from the back of Wes' Eclipse, although the" 
Gay Website is updated bimonthly (more often if distribution department apologizes to the patient, 
the person requesting the link sends us breathless soggy folks in Carmel who waited in vain for the 
compliments) and FfP-ed to Monterey Bay last issue. We'll try harder for you this month. 
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